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Mr. Darling : There is another 
fcjoint there. I am not prepared to 

y how much moisture the hives 
mtained when they were set in and 
ihen they were put out. It might be 

had considerable to do with the 
r or greater variation.

Mr. Pettit: You have that cushion 
each hive ?

Mr. Darling : On each hive.
Mr. Pettit: You find that an ad- 
mtage ?
Mr. Darling : I prefer it.

| Mr. Pettit : There is not so much 
listure in the hive as if thefe 
s no cushion ?
Mr. Darling : No ; it doesn’t con- 
ise there.

Mr Petitt’s father gave me the idea 
[st of setting my bees in. I set my 

in and there is an inch more 
fcder the back of the board than 

re is at the front ; then I put 
ther inch under the hive front ; 
it brings the hive up level again ;

I put a short block right on 
iront corner and another on the 

:k corner and an inch piece across 
it so that it leaves a space big 
ugh to put my fist right in be- 
n the tier of hives. It is a long 

p we used to get when we bought 
ings from the saw mill. I put a 

inch piece behind and double 
it piece and that gives my rise at 
back of the board, and then I 

tc the block under the front cor- 
again and that brings it up and it 
«s the tops of my hives level 
r. Post: By projecting up the 
of the hives wouldn’t it be 
icr for the bees to throw out 
dead bees.

r Darling : The bottom boards 
H and that allows the dead bees to 

out themselves.
It Hall : I think if Mr. Darling 
noticed those hives covered with

ees U 
inds

favor 
tifflt 
ie hoi

the cushion and those simply covered 
with the board and raised either the 
front or the rear he would find no 
difference so far as the dryness of the 
hive is concerned. If the hive is 
raised an inch or an inch and a half 
in front it gives ventilation to two 
sides and the front. Nothing touches 
the bottom board but the back of the 
hive. There are no bees left on the 
bottom board.

Speaking of how to raise your 
hives, we use no strips ; we want each 
tier of hives to be independent of its 
neighbors and we pack ours four deep 
and when we disturb one four we 
don’t disturb their neighbors. I 
would advise those of the gentlemen 
who are afraid of the bees flying very 
much to simply use a wet towel : they 
fit tightly and they won’t blow off or 
won’t shift. That is the nicest way 
to take them off.

Mr. McKnight: How do you get 
up to the fourth tier in putting in and 
taking out ?

Mr. Hall : One takes hold of the 
front and another the back part of the 
bottom board and we set them onto a 
hand barrrow. I have a clamp on all 
of my hive bottoms and we fasten the 
hive to the bottom board by a clamp.

Mr. McKnight : I have found diffi
culty with three tiers.

Mr. Hall : You are a short man 
(laughter). We put ours up four 
tiers and we would put them up five 
but the cellar is not high enough.

Mr. Post : Mine are six inches from 
the cellar bottom.

Mr. McKnight : I would not like to 
lift bees four tiers high in putting 
them into the cellar.

Mr. Hall : Ours are within two 
inches of the joists under our dwelling 
room and if it was a foot higher we 
would put on five instead of four.

&


